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1 Background of our research 
We have been studying the all-particle dynamics of Ht(p+p+e一)and its mωn substitution 
of electrons (p + P +μ一)using semiclassical theory. The purposes of this work are， (i)to examine 
the validity of the Bron-Oppenheimer approximation， (i)to obtain a deeper understanding of 
chemical bonding， and (ii) to investigate the applicability of semiclassical theory to systems 
having electrons. Primary target is simultaneous quantization of vibronic states of Ht 
In the problem of the energy quantization of Coulomb three-body systems， two main difficulties 
appear related to cl蹴 ical-quantumcorrespondence. (1) The problem of the energy quantization 
of chaos. Coulomb three-body system becomes strongly chaotic very e錨 ily.The quantization of 
the energy spectrum for a classically chωtic system has long been one of the central subjects in 
quantum mechanics and chaos theory. We stil do not have a "perfect" semicl部 sicalmethodology 
that can be applied to many-body systems. (2) The root search for bounded classical trajectories. 
Because of swing-by motion of electron and the repulsive force between two protons， not al the 
trajectories are bounded to make Ht molecule even in to-be-quantized energy region. 
In a situation mentioned above， how can Ht be quantized to have stro時 chemicalbonding? In 
this work we show the way to overcome those difficulties by using a practically powerful method 
for the energy quantization of multi-dimensional systems and making use of scale invariance of 
Coulomb potential. 




2 Semiclassical methods 
Starting point of our semiclassical methods is the M出 lovtype wave function，世(q，t) = 
F(q， t) exp[(ij九)Scd，where Scl denotes the solution of the clωsical Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
and F is a complex-valued function to be determined. Substitution of this wave function to the 
time-dependent Schrるdingerequation leads to the equation of motion for function F. After some 
calculation， semiclassical wave function labeled by the initial momentum of classical trajectories 
is obtained， which is called Action Decomposed Function (ADF) [1]. 
If we consider an autocorrelation function of Cpo ( -t， ) 宙PO(-t)1世po(t) with ADF (po 
denotes the initial momentum which labels ADF)， we are able to obtain the Amplit吋 e-Free
Q肱弓i-CorrelationFunction type I (AFC-II)， 
凸I川 =J d仇 IF(乱 O)F(ω，0)1 ex 
where 81 is the action and M is the Maslov index， both calculated along a set of cl邸 sicaltrajec-
tories. In this quasicorrelation function， contribution of weakly periodic turn-back orbit， whose 
initial momentum is po = 0， iseffectively taken. AFC-II does not include an amplitude factor as 
|δqt!θqo 11/2， which diverges in the calculation of strongly chaotic systems and deteriorates the 
accuracy of numerical calculation. Therefore this is extremely powerful in the practical energy 
quantization of chaotic systems. Details on the AFC-II are shown in Ref. [2]. 
Let us consider a case where semiclassical methods are applied to a classically scale invariant 
system such as Coulombic system. Such a system hωpotential energy function of k-th homo-
geneous polynomial， U (αi) =αkU(i)， where i isthe relevant coordinate and αis . the scaling 
parameter. In Coulombic cases k equals 1ー.If a simultaneous scaling q→ α， t → α1-k/2 is 
carried out， a perfect copy of the original trajectory is given in the extended phωe space， with 
other physical quantities transformed by some power of αappropriately. Now if the complete set 
of trajectories could be sampled in practical ca1culation of semiclassical wave functions and/or 
semiclassical autocorrelation functions， the resultant spectrum should not depend on the scaling 
parameterα. However， the reality is far from this ideal situation鎚 indicatedin Sec. 1. So we 
consider taking classical scale invariance in semiclassical wave functions. 
Integrateing ADF at the scale ofαover the scaling parameter αyields a scale invariant 
semicl槌 sicalwave function. In a simlar f.ωhion， a scale invariant quasicorrelation function 
based on ADF isobtained， 
Cre(t)ニ JdαJd附 IF-入/α2胤帆/α2剛山P[*Sl胤 αqo，t)ー が附α由)]， 
(2) 
which we call the renormalized AFC [3]. As in the case of the original AFC-II， this ql胤 icor-
relation function does not include an amplitude factor and does not suffer from divergence in 
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chaotic systems. FUrthermore， due to the integration over α， the range of sampling space can be 
extended by making use of a set of reference trajectories and quantum interference between a 
reference and its copies is e伍cientlyincorporated. Although in the above procedure we are show-
ing the application to ADF only， just the same procedure is e錨ilytaken into other semiclassical 
wavefunctions such as those based on the semiclassical Feynman kernel [3]. 
In al numerical calculations of this work we have used geometrical evaluation of the M槌 lov
index [4]. The Mωlov index， which is an integer phase appearing in semiclassical wave func-
tions， is the number of zero eigenvalues of the Jacobian determinant calculated along a classical 
trajectory. In our method we replace the Jacobi matrix (e.g・Hθqt!δqo)with a small discretized 
volume element (ムqt!ムqo)and monitor its change of orientation along a trajectory. This pro-
cedure avoids the calculation of the stability matrix， which becomes less reliable in a long time 
numerical calculation as well as time-consuming in a system with many degrees of freedom. 
3 Results from some examples 
3.1 Two-dimensional strongly chaotic system 
As an example of the application of the renormalized AFC， we study the following rescalable 
Hamiltonian， 
1 'l 1 'l 1 'l 'l 0.01 A 0.01 A 
H = ~p~ + ~pい -::-Xγ+1-f+ コ-yへ2 ゐ 2'y 2 (3) 
which is known to be strongly chωtic and has no tori in any energy region. 
Fig. l(a) shows the spectrum from the original AFC-II using 500 trajectories. Although 
some of the semicl錨 sicalenergies are in good agreement with the quantum values， the overall 
agreement is rather poor. This is not surprising in view of such a small number of trajectories 
sampled. In Fig. l(b)ぅthesemicl蹴 icalspectrum is dramatically improved with the renormal-
ized AFC. The noise in the spectrum is removed without practically increasing the number of 
classical trajectories. And energy levels covering a broader range are obtained with a single set 
of trajectories. 
3.2 Two-dimensional Ht 
Fig. 2 shows the spectrum for twかdimensionalHt obtained with the renormalized AFC. 
Semicl鍋 icalenergies are compared with the Born-Oppenheimer vibrational energies of Ht in 
two dimensions. At this moment the number of clωsical trajectories sampled is very small (40 
trajectories). However energy region including peak positions for the lower states are similar in 










Fig. 1: Semiclassical energies of twかdimensionalstrongly chaotic system (solid curves) are 
compared with qua凶umenergies (dashed curve). (a) Result from the original AFC. Overall 
agreement with the quantum result is poor. (b) Result from the renormalized AFC. Energy 
levels in a broader range have reproduced with scaling procedure. 
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Fig. 2: Energy spectrum obtained with the renormalized AFC for twかdimensionalHt (solid 
curve). For comparison， ten lowest Born-Oppenheimer vibrational energies are shown (dashed 
line). 
Conclusion 4 
We have developed a new way of semiclassical quantization for scale invariant systems such 
部 Coulombicsystem. In this method interference between a trajectory and its copies effectively 
In the application to two-contribute to the energy quantization in scale invariant systems. 
dimensional Ht， energy levels near the vibronic ground state are obtained. 
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